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ON THE FULLNESS OF SURJECTTVEMAPS OF AN INTERVAL
BY

HAROLD PROPPE AND ABRAHAM BOYARSKY1
Abstract. Let / = [0, 1], ® = Lebesgue measurable subsets of [0, 1], and let A
denote the Lebesgue measure on (/, ©). Let t: / —>/ be measurable and surjective.

We say t is full, if for all A e «, AL4) > 0, r(A), t\A), ...,
condition
(1)

n|im \(t"(A))

measurable, the

= 1

holds. We say t is interval full if (1) holds for any interval A c /. In this note, we
give an example of t: / -> / which is continuous and interval full, but not full. We
also show that for a class of transformations t satisfying Renyi's condition, interval
fullness implies fullness. Finally, we show that fullness is not preserved under limits
on the surjections.

1. Introduction. Let / be [0, 1], % be the set of Lebesgue measurable subsets of
[0, 1] and let p be a measure on (/, ÍB ). We say t: / —>/ is an endomorphism if it is
surjective (onto) and p is invariant under t, i.e., p(r~x(A)) = p(A), A G %. An
endomorphism t is (p-exact) exact [1] if and only if for every set A G ® of
p-positive measure with measurable images r(A), t2(A), . . . , the relationship

(1)

lim p(r"(A)) = 1

n—»oo

holds. The exactness of an endomorphism t has interesting and important consequences, among them the property that t is mixing of all degrees [1]. Among
examples of exact endomorphisms are the Renyi maps [1] of the form

t(x) = p(x)

mod(l),

where p(x) is continuous, strictly monotonie and satisfies certain slope and endpoint conditions. Other examples are given in [2].
The notion of the images {t"(A)} expanding to the entire space can be stated
without requiring the existence of an invariant measure p.
Definition 1. Let A denote the Lebesgue measure on (/, ÇB) and let t: I —>I be
measurable and surjective. We shall say t is /wz7, if whenever A G <3J, X(A) > 0,
and t(A), t2(A), . . . , are measurable, the condition

(2)
v '

lim X(r"(A)) = 1

n—>oo

holds; and it is interval full if (2) holds for any interval A G I.
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In [3] it was shown that certain Markov maps, not necessarily piecewise linear,
are interval full, and the full measure is attained in a finite number of iterations. By
a Markov map we mean a map which is piecewise continuous on a partition
a0 <ax

< ■ ■ ■ <a„_,

< an

of [0, 1] such that for i = 0, I, . . . , n — l, t¡ = t\^
> is a homeomorphism onto
some interval (aJ(i), akii)).
An obvious question that arises from the results in [3] is: are these interval full
maps also full? We shall prove that this is true for maps satisfying the Renyi
condition (§3). However, this is not true in general. In §2 we construct a continuous
transformation which is interval full but not full. From this it follows that, in
general, p-exactness is not a consequence of interval p-exactness, where by interval
p-exactness we mean that (1) holds for intervals A G "3J.
Finally, in §4, we present an example in which t„, n > 1, is full, and exact but
t(x) = lim,,^^

rn(x) is neither full nor exact.

2. Interval fullness does not imply fullness. First, we construct a Cantor set Cs of
measure 1 - 5 by systematically removing open intervals in the same way as the
ordinary Cantor set C, is constructed. Let
Ex = open interval of length 5/3 centered at 1/2.
E2 = 2 open intervals each of length ¿5/32 centered at the respective midpoints of
the complement Ex of Ex.

In general,
En = 2"~x open intervals each of length 8/3" centered at the midpoints of the
2""1 components of (£, u E2 u • • • LiE„_x)c. Then, it can be easily shown that
Cs = D"_ i Ecnhas Lebesgue measure 1-5.
We now introduce the following notation for the individual deleted intervals. Let

Ex = 1(1),
E2 = 1(0, 1) u 1(2, 1),
En = U I(ax, a2, . . . , an_x, 1) where the union is over all (n — l)-tuples

with

a¡ G {0, 2}.
In effect, we are setting up a 1-1 correspondence (which can be extended to a
homeomorphism) of Q and C, (see Lemma 1) between the deleted intervals of Cs
and those of C,: if 5 = 1, I(ax,a2, . . . , <z„_i,l) = {x G [0, 1]: .axa2 • ■ ■ an_xl < x
< .axa2 ■ ■ ■ a„_i2} where the expansions are base 3-expansions. For 0 <5 < 1,
the above labelling of intervals means:
(1) if w is an zi-tuple, then I(tr) c En, i.e., I(tr) is removed at the nth step;
(2) if tr = (ax, a2,...,
an_x, 1), a = (bx, b2, . . . , bm_x, 1), then I(tr) < I(o) (i.e.,
V x G I(ir), Vy G I(o), x <y) if and only if
■axa2 ■ ■ ■ a„_,l

We now define a transformation

< .bxb2 ■ ■ ■ bm_x\

(base 3).

ts: [0, 1] -♦ [0, 1] in two steps.

On 7(1), define ts to be linear on [(3 - 5/6), 1/2] satisfying ts((3 - 5)/6) = 1
and t5(1/2) = 0; and on [1/2, (3 + 5)/6], t is linear, satisfying t6(1/2) = 0 and
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t5((3 + 5)/6) = 1. On the deleted interval I(m), define ts to be hnear and such

that:
(i) TS(I(0, a2, a3, . . . , a„_x, 1)) = I(a2, a3, . . . , a„_x, 1) with the slope positive,
(h) ts(/(2, a2, a3, . . . , a„_„ 1)) = 1(2 - a2, 2 - a3, . .., 2 - a„_x, 1) with the
slope negative.
Now ts is defined on U "_, En and is continuous since this set is open and tä is
locally linear; moreover t5(1 — x) = ts(x).
It is easy to see that there is a unique extension of ts to a continuous function
(which we also call t5) on [0, 1] satisfying tä(1 — x) = ts(x). Let a = 2 — f and
D = (U"_i E„) n [0, a]. Since t5 is strictly increasing on [0, a], rs\[0a] is a
homeomorphism.

Theorem 1. (1) ts(Cs) g Q.
(2) For any open interval J, there exists an integer n such that rg(J)
interval fullness in a finite number of iterations).

= I (i.e.,

Proof. (1) This follows from the fact that rs|IOa] is a homeomorphism,
[0, 1] — Q, and the symmetry of Cs and ts about x = 2.

ts(D) =

(2) Note that \drs/dx\ > 3 on Q\ Let J be any open interval.
Case (a). J n Q ¥= 0. This implies the existence of an «-tuple ir such that
I(tt) G J, since J n Cs contains infinitely many points and any two points of Cs
are separated by some I(tr). Then tä"" '(/) D 1(1), and r^(J) = [0, 1].

Case (b). / n Q = 0, i.e., J c I(t) for some «-tuple m. Since X(ts(J)) > 3X(J),
where X is the Lebesgue measure, it follows that the sequence J, ts(J), t$(J), . . .
keeps expanding until case (a) is satisfied, i.e., for some m, r™(J) n Cs ¥= 0, and

the result follows. Q.E.D.
We note that

tx(x) =

3x,

0 < x < 3,

3 — 6x,

j < a: < j,

Tj(l - x),

3 <x

We now construct a family of endomorphisms
exact.

< 1.

which are interval p-exact but not

Lemma 1. For each 0 <5 < 1 there exists a homeomorphism
such that hs(Cx) = Cs. Moreover,

hs: [0, 1]—»[0, 1]

hs °Ti = Ts ° h&-

Proof. We define hs by requiring that it map each deleted interval in [0, 1] — C,
linearly onto the corresponding interval in [0, 1] — Q. Clearly there is a unique
continuous extension to all of [0, 1] which is strictly increasing, and hence a
homeomorphism which maps C, onto Cs. By construction, hs ° t, = rs ° hs on
each deleted interval, and hence on [0, 1]. Q.E.D.
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Lemma 2. For each 0 < 5 < 1 there exist measures tj5 and vs, invariant under rs,
and supported on Cs and [0, 1] — Cs, respectively. Moreover, vx can be chosen to be
absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure.

Proof. We will construct tj, and vx invariant under t, and then define the
induced measures r¡s and vs by:

%00 = r,i(V'L4))

and vs(A) = vx(hs~x(A)).

The invariance of r/Äand vs under ts follows from the invariance of rj, and v, under
t, and Lemma 1:

N(TiXA) = Mi(V V^)

= Mi(Tf\*A)

= px(hfxA) = Ps(A),

where ps represents r/s or vs.
Let us define r/,([0, x]) = $(x), where uVis the Cantor function. This defines tj,

uniquely on the Lebesgue measurable subsets of [0, 1], and if A c [0, 1] — C,,
t]x(A) = 0. To show that tj, is T,-invariant, it is enough to show that
^x{rxx[0,x})

= r]x([0,x})

= ^(x).

But Tf'([0, x]) = [0, jx] u [1 - x3x,1] u B, where B c [\, §]. Since r),[l - jx, 1]
= r/,[0, jx] = \p(\x) and t),(73) = 0, we have
r1x(rx-x[0,x])

= 2^x)

= ^(x).

To define vx, let U = U™_i E„ = [0, 1] - C,. For each deleted interval I G U,
let F, = rf '(/) n (j, |). Clearly, V, n Ky = 0 if 7 n / = 0. Now for each 7
except Ts, let
2~2n+l

gi(x) = x(7) X/^'
where Xi is the characteristic function of the set 7 and « > 2 is uniquely determined
by 7 c En. For each 7 (including Ex) let

g^(x) = 2-2xW/M^)Then

g(*) = 2 £/(*) + 2 8y,(x)
IcU

all /

is well defined and measurable. For any given x at most one term in each sum will
be nonzero. Furthermore,

fW3g(x)dx= Ç g(x) dx = f 2"-22-2"
+x= \
'2/3

„_2

4

and

f'2/3' g(x) ¿* = 2 fgy¡(x)dx = 2 2"-'2-2" = j
■M/3

/ ^

„=1

Therefore, g(x) is a density function. Let

V\(A) = f g(x)dx.
Ja
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Then the support of vx c U; and if I ¥=Ex, vx(I) = 2/4", where 7 c E„ determines
an « > 2. Since t,_1(7) consists of V, together with two intervals of En+X,

2

2

12

This last equality holds also for « = 1, i.e., for Ex, while
"2/3 /A _,__
vx(Ex)= r2/3g(x)o'x=I.
J\/-K
'1/3

1
¿

Thus i;1(t1~1(7)) = vx(I) for every 7.
Now let A be a measurable subset of U. To show that vx(rx~xA) = vx(A), it is

sufficient to show that vx(tx~x(A n /)) = vx(A n /) for each I. Thus we may
assume A G I. If I ¥= Ex, the result follows from the facts that (i) u,(tj"i(7)) =
vx(I), (h) g is constant and t, is linear on each component of t,_,(7). If 7 = Ex, let

A = A, u A0, where A, = A n U / P*/and

il0 = >l-/l,c£,-

U r|-£,n

rx-xCx.

I

We note that vx(A0) = 0 since g vanishes on A0. Moreover, tx~x(A¿) has Lebesgue
measure 0 and hence vx-measure 0.
We may therefore assume A = Ax, i.e., A G U / V,. Since (i) vx(rx~xEx)= t>i(7i,),
(h) g is constant and t, is linear on each component of tx~x(Ex) n [0, 2] and
rxx(Ex) n [2, 1], and (hi) Tj is symmetric about x = \, the result follows. Q.E.D.
Remark. The foregoing construction will not work for Cs, 8 < 1, because if
A = Ex n tä_1Cä, t>s(/l) = 0, but t5-1/1 consists of eight copies of Q, and consequently is a set of positive Lebesgue measure in the support of g. The invariant
measure vs is not absolutely continuous because the homeomorphism hs is not an
absolutely continuous function.

Theorem 2. LeZ0 < a < 1, 0 < 5 < 1 and define
Pa,« = «lg + (1 -

Then ts is an endomorphism

a)vs.

which is interval paS-exact,

but not paS-exact.

Proof. Since 0 < paS(Cs) < 1 and ts(Q) c Q, ts is not paS-exact. However,
since for any interval J, r^(J) = [0, 1] for some «, ts is interval pa5-exact.
Q.E.D.

3. A class of transformations for which interval fullness implies fullness. We shall
need the following result which appears as Theorem 16A in [7].
Lemma 3. Let A be a measurable subset of[0, 1] with X(A) > 0. Given e > 0, there
exists an open interval U such that X(A n U) > (1 — e)X(U).

Let t: 7-> 7 be piecewise Cx and Markov, i.e., if a0 < a, < • • • < ap is the
partition of [0, 1] such that t is C1 on (a¡, ai+x), 0 < i <p, then t maps (a,, a, + 1)
homeomorphically onto (a,(l), ak^). For each n > 1, t": J—*I determines a partition a0n) < a|"> < •

< a$y

Let I„¡ = (a\%

a?>) and tb>,.= T(n)|/n/. Put

_ SUP<
e/.JC^) I
"''

inf(6A|r;,.(z)|

-

i <,<„(„)
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and
C = sup C„.
n

The condition C = C(t) < oo is referred to as Renyi's condition. See [4] for a
different but equivalent definition of Renyi's condition. Now, let 6 denote the
class of transformations which are piecewise C ', Markov, interval full, and satisfy
Renyi's condition. Examples of subclasses of G are the Renyi transformations
discussed in [4], as well as maps satisfying:

(4)

8x82...8p(n)(l

+ c)>

1,

where

.

i°f<6yjT;(Q|

1

^ " «up,6<k<or-o/ t-= tm=(«-»«.).
_ min. = i,....pA(7,)

max,-!,...,, W
and the condition that each interval 7, maps onto 7 eventually. A proof of a more
general result than that stated is given in [3]. Clearly, if r is piecewise linear, 5, = 1,
i = 1, . . . ,p(«), and condition (4) reduces to (1 + c) > 1, which is always satis-

fied.
Theorem 3. If t g G, then it is full.
Proof. Let A G I be measurable with X(A) > 0. Let C = C(t) be the Renyi
bound for t as defined above, and let

A = min{y: rJ([a¡, ai+x]) = [0, 1], 0 < i < p),
m = max{|r'(x)|:

x e[0,

1] - {a0, a„ . . . , ûl,}},

L = max{a, + 1 — a¡: 0 < i <p}.

Choose e > 0 and let
T) < min

4LCm'z"' 4/-

By Lemma 3 there is an open interval U = (a, b) c [0, 1] such that

X(U nA)>(l

--n)X(U).

Since t is interval full, we can choose « such that t"(U) = [0, 1] and xx, . . . , x¡ G
U with a < xx < ... < x¡ < b so that
(i) t" maps (x¡, xi+x) homeomorphically onto some (a-, aJ+x) for each 1 </'</,
(ii) xx — a < r\(b — a)/4 and b - x, < i\(b - a)/4.
This can be done, for example, by first choosing y, p G U so that

y — a < r\(b — a)¡2

and

b — p < i)(b — a)/2,

then choosing «,, «2, «3 to satisfy t"l((a, y)) = t"2((p, b)) = Tn'((y, p)) = [0, 1].
Letting « = max{«,, «2, «3) and {xx, x2, . . . , x,} = T_n({a0, . . . , ap}) n U, (i)

and (ii) are clearly satisfied. Now let V = (xx, x,). We note that X(U) < 2X(V), and
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for each 1 < k < I, (xk, xk+x) G Ini for some i. Then

\(v n A) = X(u n A) - X((u - v)nA)
>(1 - v)X(V) -X(U - V)
>(1 - r,)X(V) - r,A(F) = (1 - 2V)X(V).
Thus, for some k,\ < k <l,
M(**> xk + x) n A) > (I - 2tf)X((xk, xk+x)),
since
z-i

X(vnA)=

2 X((xk,xk+x)nA)
k= l

> (I - 2V) ± X((xk, xk+x)).
/t-1

Let E = (xk, xk+x) n v4 and F = (x¿, xÄ+ 1) — A. Then since t"|£.u/.
differentiable homeomorphism it follows that

Ht"(F))

< X(r"(F))

X(r"(E u F)) S \(t"(£))

X(F±

2V

X(£)

1 - 2ii

= rni is a

^-

Therefore,

A(t"(/")) < 4Ct,X(t"(£' u F)) < 4CLt).
Now,
T^T^/J)

u t"(F))=[0,

Thus, we have [0, 1] - t"+n(E)

1] = rn+N(E) u t"+a'(jF).

g t"+n(F), and

X([0, 1] - rn + N(E)) < X(t" + n(F)) < mNX(Tn(F)) < 4CLmNi\ < e.

Since A D E, it follows that a(t"+a,(^)) > 1 - e. Q.E.D.
Corollary

1. 7^eZt G ß aomz'Z a« absolutely continuous invariant measure p.

Then t is p-exact.

4. Fullness is not preserved under limits on the surjections. In this section, we shall
construct a sequence of functions which are piecewise-linear, Markov and full, but
such that their limit function is not full.

Let
n

Fn=

U E¡ and
i=i

G„=[0,

1] - Fn.

We note that Gn consists of 2" closed intervals, each of length 2~"(l - 8) -\-3~"8
and that Q = H^L, G„. Let us now label the intervals of G„ in a manner
compatible with the notation used for the deleted intervals. A typical interval in Fn
is
7(a„ ...,am_„

1),

where 1 < m < «. We denote by J(n\ax, . . ., am_x, 1) the interval of Gn which lies
immediately to the left of 7(a„ . . . , am_x, 1) and by J(n)(2, 2, . . . , 2) the extreme
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right hand interval of Gn. The explicit dependence on « is clearly required, because
the intervals in Gn and G„+x adjacent to some fixed 7(a„ . . ., an_x, 1) are not the
same. We define t„ s on
n

U

{/(«„

...,am_x,l)u

J("\ax,

...,

am_x, 1): ax - 0},

m=l

i.e., on [0, (3 - 5)/6) as foUows:
Vä(7(0, ...,am_x,
rH,8(J("\0,

a2,...,

I)) = t,(/(0,

. . . , am_x, 1)),

am_„ 1)) = J^~x\a2,

...,

am_x, 1)

and
Vs(/(n)(l))

= ^"-1)(2,2,...,2),

where t„ ä is linear on each of the specified intervals and has positive slope and rs is
as defined in §2. On [(3 - 5)/6, 1/2] define rnS(x) = ts(x), and extend to all of
[0, 1] by rnS(x) = t„ä(1 — x). The map t„s is piecewise hnear, continuous, and
Markov. We observe that \drnS/dx\ > 3 on Fn and

dr.

2-"+1(l - 5) + 3-"+15

¿v

2-0 - 8) + 3-5

1- 5

=

j _ 5 + (f)«5 >

on Gn, where we have used the fact that

A(y<">(a„ ...,am_x,

1)) = 2-(l

- 5) + 3""5.

Since TnS maps each interval of Fn or Gn onto [0, 1] in a finite number of iterations,

TnS is interval full [3] and hence full by Theorem 3. Finally,

KA*) - rt(x)\ < X(ji"-X\ax, ...,am_x,

1)) = 2-+1(l

- 5) + 3-«+15.

Thus, TnS converges uniformly to ts, but ts is not fuU.

Remark.

If 5 = 1, \drnS/dx\ = 3 except on 7(1). In this case C4 is C, and

rnS(x) = tx(x), defined in §2.
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